Time-dependent probability of quantum tunneling in terms of the quasisemiclassical method.
In view of the rapid progress in experiments of the tunneling dynamics in the time domain, we develop a quasisemiclassical method that is aimed at a study of the proton-transfer dynamics in a large system such as tropolone and its interesting derivatives, to which not only full quantum mechanics, but even a standard semiclassical theory is never easy to apply. In our very tractable method for multidimensional systems, the tunneling paths are generated in terms of the generalized classical mechanics, but the quantum phases arising from the action integral, the Maslov index, and the semicalssical amplitude factor as well in the semiclassical kernels are entirely neglected. This approach is called the quasisemiclassical method. One of the technical issues involved in the general semiclassical scheme is how to locate points from which a tunneling path emanates. Hence the studies of such tunneling points and the quasisemiclassical method should be examined collectively. We test several ways of determining the tunneling point, including those already proposed in the literature and a newly proposed one. It is shown numerically that the quasisemiclassical method with an appropriate choice of tunneling points reproduces the full quantum mechanical tunneling probability reasonably well. This case study indicates that the present conventional approach is promising to the study of large systems. The role of tunneling points in the initial process of tunneling is also discussed.